Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 22

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. a tool for cutting paper or fabric
5. singers with high voices
6. In fall the tree lost its ___.
11. opposite of villains
12. spaces for artists to work
17. plans for reaching a goal
20. county law-enforcement officers
21. Bread recipes use different ____ of flour to water.
22. responsibilities
25. The most talented choir members sang ____.
27. large string instruments
28. rejections of proposed laws by a ruling authority
29. recollections
30. We listened to different ___ at the audio store.

Down
2. They are worn around the neck.
3. I can't eat both ____ of this sandwich.
4. reddish orange fruits often used in salads
7. mountains that erupt
8. blood-sucking insects
9. French fries are made from them.
10. skills
13. large instruments with eighty-eight keys
14. You can all help ____ to dinner.
15. fruits with green flesh and one large pit
16. docks
18. tall landforms with sheer sides
19. A library is full of these.
23. animals closely related to the dog
24. young cows
26. Our shouts created ____ across the valley.